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The presentation and activities outlined below are designed to prepare your class for their
visit to Colchester Castle. They can also be used following the visit to reinforce ideas
discussed.
Please contact the Collections and Learning team (museums@colchester.gov.uk) if you
have any questions about the information included in this pack.
Presentation - Teachers Notes
*Presentation slides are available as a separate download
Slide 1: Title Slide
Slide 2: What does an Archaeologist do?
Archaeologists find things that were made and used by people in the past.
They work a little bit like a detective, looking for evidence or clues that the objects provide,
helping them discover more about the lives of people the objects belonged to.
Being an archaeologist involves:
finding and digging up things made and used by people in the past.
discovering all you can about the things that have been found.
sharing this information with other people.
Slide 3: Why are objects buried?
Things may get lost and buried for different reasons….
Slide 4: Things may be buried to keep them safe
This pot full of gold Iron Age coins was found buried in a field in Suffolk.
Questions to ask students:
Who do you think the coins may have belonged to?
Why do you think this person never dug them up again?
Maybe they were killed in a battle?
Maybe they forgot where they buried them?
What do you think?
Archaeologists suggest possible answers and say why they think this. All archaeologists may
not always agree and they may change their ideas if new evidence or clues are found, just
like a detective.
Object details:
One of the largest known hoards of late Iron Age gold staters. A total of 840 gold coins of
the Iron Age period found in a field in south-east Suffolk. The coins are almost all of types
produced by the tribe of the Iceni who lived in Norfolk, much of Suffolk and part of
Cambridgeshire during the century before the Roman conquest in AD43. There are various
designs on one side and always a horse on the other. They were probably buried in the
early years of the first century, about 25 years before the Romans arrived.

Slide 5: Things may be buried because they are rubbish
Archaeologists will often find bits of broken pottery and the pips, stones, bones and shells from
food in ‘rubbish pits’ near building remains.
Questions to ask students:
What part of a pot do you think this fragment came from?
What do you think the whole pot may have looked like?
What do you think it may have been used for?
Sometimes archaeologists can compare the fragments of pottery they find, with whole pots
found in other places to help them work out what kind of pot the fragment was part of.
Object details:
Base fragment of a Roman Samien ware bowl or plate. Makers mark or graffiti on the base
possibly starting with SE. Samien ware was one of the most popular type of pottery found
throughout the Roman Empire.
Slide 6: Things get buried because they get lost
Archaeologists often only find part of an object because natural organic materials like wood,
leather and cloth rot when buried underground.
Questions to ask students:
What part of the object do you think is missing?
What do you think it may have been made from?
Can you draw what you think the whole object would have looked like?
What do you think this object may be used for?
Archaeologists rarely find whole pieces of natural objects and food that are buried
underground. They do often find the pips, stones, shells and bones that were thrown out in the
rubbish. They can use these to work out what people ate in the past.
Object details:
Roman pick axe know as a pioneer’s axe or dolabra. This type of axe was commonly used in
Britain between 80-100 AD to dig ditches or clear scrubs. This example is missing its wooden
handle.
Slide 7: Things may be buried with people when they die
In the past important people were often buried with many of their belongings.
When archaeologists excavate a grave the collection of objects they find can give clues about
who the person may have been and what their life was like.
Slide 8: Recap
To ensure the students have absorbed the information ask the following questions
What does an archaeologist do?
Why might an object get buried?
Why doesn’t the pick axe still have its handle? (organic objects, wood, textiles etc. do not
survive when buried)
Use previous notes to answer questions.

Below are three activity options each has additional documents including worksheets and object
cards.
Activity
Activity 1: Uncovering buried objects

Outline
Print and cut out the object cards (in activity 1 pack).
Recommended to print on card if available.
‘Bury’ the object cards deep sand tray and give children
paint brushes to carefully excavate the objects. You can
put a string frame over the sand pit and record the location of the objects on the grid sheets (in activity 1 pack).

Documents
‘Activity 1 Pack’

Materials
Boxes with sand

Includes:
Object Cards
Grid Sheets
Information record sheet

Paint brushes

Children can use the Information record sheet (in activity
1 pack) to draw and record information about each object they find

Activity 2: Identifying Objects

Print and cut out the object cards (in activity 2 pack).
Print and cut out the Roman character cards (in activity 2
pack). Recommended to print on card if available.
Spread out five Roman character cards around the room.
Spread out object cards on a single table.

‘Activity 2 Pack’

String
Measuring tape
or ruler
Printing activity
pack materials
Printed activity
pack materials

Includes:
Object cards
Character cards

Ask the students to have a look and discuss the objects.
Then decide which objects matches to which character.
There is no right answer to this activity it is about getting
the students to think about how people might use objects
and why.
Ask the students why they connected certain objects with
characters. Use any disagreements between students as
stimulus for discussion.

Activity 3: Creating
Connections

Print and cut out the object cards (in activity 3 pack).
Print and cut out the connection cards (in activity 3
pack). Recommended to print on card if available.
Show one object card face up on the table and share
the rest of the connection and object cards out to the
group.

‘Activity 3 pack’

Printed activity
pack materials

Includes:
Object cards
Connection
cards

To start ask if anyone has an object or connection card
that they think has a ‘connection’ to the object on the
card on the table. They can lay it next to this card and
explain the connection. As you go round the group children can either add another card to this theme or start a
new chain explaining the ‘connection’.
*For example - the first card a Gold coin with the picture
of an Emperor and writing round the edge. Possible connections may be - metal or gold, objects with pictures on,
things that belonged to someone rich, handmade, another shiny objects, like something we still have today….
There are not right or wrong answers. It is encouraging
children to look closely at objects exploring different aspects of them. When curators put on an exhibition they
may group objects in different ways to explore different
themes. At the end of the activity you should have a web
of connections between the object and describing
words.

Please contact the Collections and Learning team (museums@colchester.gov.uk) if you have any question about the information included
in this pack.

Includes:
Object Cards





Grid Sheets

Information record sheet

Statue of Goddess Minerva, Roman

Brooch, 50-200 AD, Roman

Fragment of Glass Cup, Roman

Glass Jug, 360-380 AD, Roman

Hair Pin, 3rd –4th century AD, Roman

Mosaic Fragment, 100-200 AD, Roman

Nail Cleaner, Roman

Necklace, Roman

Strigil, Roman

Gold Aureus of Claudius, 46-47 AD, Roman

Oyster Shell

Samian ware bowl, 70-230 AD, Roman
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Object Identification Card

Object Sketch:

Find Location: ____________________
(Example: A.5)
Date of Find: _______________ Time of Find:
_______
Object Name: ____________________
(Example: Brooch)
Short Description:
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
Measurements:
Height: ____ Length: ____ Width: ____
Any other note:
_______________________________________________

Object Identification Card
Find Location: ____________________
(Example: A.5)
Date of Find: _______________ Time of Find:
_______
Object Name: ____________________
(Example: Brooch)
Short Description:
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
Measurements:
Height: ____ Length: ____ Width: ____
Any other note:
_______________________________________________

Object Sketch:

Includes:
Character cards




Object cards

Cunopectus, Potter from a local British family with a shop
in Camulodunum

Julia Vevila, Wife of a retired Centurion, Roman citizen
from a local British family

Petronius, 12 year old son of a centurion, currently being
tutored in language and arithmetic

Briace, Household slave from past the Northern frontier

Memnon, a former gladiator attached to the 30th legion,
now a gladiator trainer in Camulodunum

Bronze figure of Mars, God of War, Roman

Decorated vase, Roman

Spoon, 50-200 AD, Roman

Grey ware jug, Roman, household item

Mortarium, Roman

Red colour coated ware flask, 300-400 AD, Roman

Silver ring with intaglio, 175-200 AD, Roman

Copper alloy disc brooch with blue and white enamel,
100-200 AD, Roman

Stylus, Late Roman

Colchester Vase, 175 AD, Roman, Decorated with scenes of
Gladiatorial combat

Bronze goat, Roman, May have been a child's toy

Includes:
Connection cards




Object cards

DRESSING RELIGION

FUNERALS

PLAY

Aureus of Nero, 56-57 AD, Roman

Brooch, Roman

Denarius of Antonius Pius with funeral pyre on reverse,
161 AD, Roman

Samian ware dish, Roman

Glass funerary jar, Roman

Statue of Minerva, Roman

Bronze child's armlet, Roman

Copper alloy dice, Roman

Bronze Sestertius of Nero with Goddess Victory on reverse,
54-68 AD, Roman

Storage jar, 125 AD, Roman

Slave Bindings, Roman

Bronze finger ring with engraved stone, 200-300 AD,
Roman

